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ABSTRACT

The performan e of data parallel programs often hinges on two key oordination aspe ts: the omputational osts of the parallel tasks relative to
their management overhead | task granularity ; and the ommuni ation osts
indu ed by the distan e between tasks and their data | data lo ality . In data
parallel programs both granularity and lo ality an be improved by lustering,
i.e. arranging for parallel tasks to operate on related sub- olle tions of data.
The GpH parallel fun tional language automati ally manages most oordination aspe ts, but also allows some high-level ontrol of oordination using
evaluation strategies. We study the oordination behavior of two typi al data
parallel programs, and nd that while they an be improved by introdu ing lustering evaluation strategies, further performan e improvements an
be a hieved by restru turing the program.
We introdu e a new generi Cluster lass that allows lustering to be systemati ally introdu ed, and improved by program transformation. In ontrast
to many other parallel program transformation approa hes, we transform realisti programs and report performan e results on a 32-pro essor Beowulf
luster. The luster lass is highly-generi and extensible, amenable to reasoning, and avoids on ating omputation and oordination aspe ts of the
program.
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1 Introdu tion
One of the prime attra tions of parallel fun tional languages is their high-level,
often dynami , and substantially-impli it des ription of parallelism. This eases
the development of an initial parallel version of a program. But how easy is it
to tune the parallel performan e of su h programs? In previous work we have
parallelized and tuned the performan e of several large programs in Glasgow parallel
Haskell (GpH) [1℄. In most ases we managed to improve parallel performan e by
adding evaluation strategies. However, in a few ases simple ode restru turing
was ne essary in order to in rease task granularity or improve data lo ality. This
repeated ad ho program transformation motivated our sear h for a systemati
means to improve these two oordination aspe ts.
The naive data parallelization of a olle tion su h as a list evaluates every element of the olle tion in parallel and often yields very ne task granularity. Clus-

tering improves task granularity and data lo ality by introdu ing fewer tasks, ea h
operating on a losely-related subset of the olle tion, e.g. on sub-lists. In order
to fa ilitate ode reuse we present a generi way of lustering olle tions that obey
ertain algebrai properties. Our design uses Haskell onstru tor lasses, and introdu es a new Cluster lass that extends the well-known monad lass. We an
therefore make use of a ri h set of existing identities in proving identities about
fun tions over lustered data (Se tion 3). We demonstrate our me hanism on two
representative data parallel programs over lists and matri es (Se tion 4) and report
good performan e improvements on a 32-node Beowulf- lass parallel ma hine. A
third lustered program is dis ussed in the on lusions. The lustering lass and
asso iated identities have the following properties.
Highly Generi : Clustering instan es may be de ned for many olle tion types,
e.g. Se tion 4 gives examples of instan es for lists and matri es represented as lists of
lists. A olle tion type may be lustered with many granularities , e.g. a list may be
lustered into 5-element or 100-element hunks in the same program. Moreover, it
is possible to have alternate lustering instan es for the same olle tion type within
di erent modules of the same program, e.g. Se tion 4.2 gives an example of row and
blo k lustering for matri es.
Extensible: A Cluster instan e an be de ned for a new olle tion type, or a
new appli ation-spe i Cluster instan e an be de ned for an existing olle tion
type, examples are given in Se tion 4.
Amenable to reasoning: The BMF-style identities in Se tion 3 allow the derivation of a lustered fun tion from an un lustered fun tion and further improvement;
example derivations are given in Se tions 4.1 and 4.2.
Pra ti al: The lustering lass is implemented in GpH and used to improve the
parallel performan e of non-trivial parallel programs. Se tion 4 gives performan e
measurements on a Beowulf platform for both programs.
Separates omputation and oordination: It is not ne essary to onstru t spe ial
omputational fun tions to operate on lustered data: fun tions with well-de ned
properties with respe t to the underlying olle tion type an be automati ally lifted
to operate over a lustered olle tion without hange (Se tion 3). This is onsistent
with our evaluation strategy ethos of leanly separating the on erns of omputation
and oordination [2℄.
2 GpH and Evaluation Strategies
2.1

GpH Parallelism

GpH [2℄ is a modest

onservative extension of Haskell [3℄ using the ombinators

seq and par for spe ifying sequential and parallel omposition, respe tively. The
expression p `par` e has the same value as e. Its oordination e e t is to indiate that p ould be evaluated by a new parallel thread, with the parent thread
ontinuing evaluation of e. Sin e the thread is not ne essarily reated, p is similar
to a lazy future [4℄. The oordination e e t of the expression e1 `seq` e2, whi h
denotes the value of e2, is to evaluate e1 to weak head normal form (WHNF) before
returning e2. Note that par is non-stri t in its rst argument, whereas seq is stri t.

2.2 Evaluation Strategies

Evaluation strategies, introdu ed in [2℄, use lazy higher-order fun tions to separate
the two on erns of spe ifying the omputation and spe ifying the oordination. A
fun tion de nition is split into two parts, the omputation (or algorithm) and the
oordination (or strategy), with values de ned in the former being manipulated in
the latter. The des ription of the omputation is onsequently un luttered by the
oordination.
A strategy is a fun tion that spe i es the oordination required when omputing
a value of a given type. A strategy is evaluated purely for e e t, and hen e it returns
just the nullary tuple ().
type Strategy a = a -> ()

The simplest strategies introdu e no parallelism: they spe ify only the evaluation
degree. The default evaluation degree in GpH is WHNF and therefore a strategy
to redu e a value of any type to WHNF is easily de ned.
rwhnf :: Strategy a
rwhnf x = x ‘seq‘ ()

Many expressions an also be redu ed to normal form (NF), i.e. a form that ontains
no redexes, by the rnf strategy. We make use of overloading in Haskell by de ning
a type lass NFData with a fun tion rnf, performing a redu tion to normal form.
class NFData a where
rnf :: Strategy a
rnf = rwhnf

For ea h data type an instan e of NFData must be de lared that spe i es how to
redu e a value of that type to normal form. Su h an instan e often relies on its
element types, if any, being in lass NFData, and the instan e for lists is given below.
instance NFData a => NFData [a] where
rnf [] = ()
rnf (x:xs) = rnf x ‘seq‘ rnf xs

Be ause evaluation strategies are just normal higher-order fun tions, they an be
ombined using the full power of the language, e.g. passed as parameters or omposed using the fun tion omposition operator. For example the parList strategy
below takes a strategy (strat) as a parameter and applies it to every element of a
list in parallel.
parList :: Strategy a -> Strategy [a]
parList strat []
= ()
parList strat (x:xs) = strat x ‘par‘ (parList strat xs)

Strategies are applied by the using fun tion whi h applies the strategy strat to
the data stru ture x before returning it.
using :: a -> Strategy a -> a
using x strat = strat x ‘seq‘ x

For example the parallel map fun tion, parMap, de ned below applies its fun tion
argument to every element of a list in parallel.
parMap :: Strategy b -> (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
parMap strat f xs = map f xs ‘using‘ parList strat

3 A Generi Approa h to Data Clustering
3.1 Strategi Clustering
parListChunk :: Int -> Strategy a -> Strategy [a]
parListChunk n strat [] = ()
parListChunk n strat xs = seqList strat (take n xs) ‘par‘
parListChunk n strat (drop n xs)
Fig. 1: A lustering strategy used in

sumEuler

Clustering is easily introdu ed into fun tions returning a olle tion that is suitable
for onstru ting a lustered pro ess network. For example parallel threads to operate on subsequen es, or hunks, of a list an be introdu ed by the parListChunk
strategy shown in Figure 1. This strategy spe i es parallel evaluation of sub-lists
of length n. As seqList is analogous to parList above, seqList strat (take n
xs) performs a sequential evaluation of the rst n list elements, applying strategy
strat to every element. For example the expression map f xs an be lustered as
follows.
parMapChunk n strat f xs = map f xs ‘using‘ parListChunk n strat

The advantage of a purely strategi approa h is that the lustered oordination is
aptured entirely by the evaluation strategy and isolated from the omputation.
3.2 Cluster Class

Strategies operate on the result of a fun tion, but unfortunately many fun tions
have no olle tion result. A ommon example is a fold that ollapses a olle tion to
a single value. To luster su h fun tions, we introdu e a generi Cluster lass with
fun tions to luster the input data, lift the fun tion to operate on the lustered
data, and sometimes de luster the result. Although lustering hanges the omputation omponent of a parallel program, equivalen e to the sequential program
is maintained by introdu ing lustering systemati ally using semanti s-preserving
identities.
To be more pre ise, we require that every olle tion type that is to be lustered
is a monad, as shown by the sub lass dependen y for Cluster below. We use a
formulation of monads based on the fun tions munit , mjoin and mmap [5℄, whi h
is more suitable for our purposes than the Kleisli ategory [6℄[Se tion 10.4℄ with
return and bind used in the standard Haskell libraries.
class MMonad c where
munit :: a -> c a
mjoin :: c (c a) -> c a
mmap
:: (a -> b) -> (c a -> c b)

We introdu e a new Haskell lass, Cluster , parameterized by the olle tion type
with three operations: luster n maps a olle tion into a olle tion of sub- olle tions
ea h of size n; de luster attens a olle tion of olle tions into a single olle tion;
and lift takes a fun tion on a and applies it to a olle tion of olle tions. For
de luster and lift we use existing de nitions in the MMonad lass.

class (MMonad c) => Cluster c where
cluster
:: Int -> c a -> c (c a)
decluster :: c (c a) -> c a
lift
:: (c a -> b) -> (c (c a) -> c b)
decluster = mjoin
lift
= mmap

From the monad identities [5℄[Rules (I){(III),(i){(iv)℄ we obtain the following equations relating lift , de luster , and munit .
de luster Æ munit
de luster Æ lift munit
de luster Æ de luster
lift id
lift (f Æ g )
lift f Æ munit
lift f Æ de luster

= id
= id
= de luster
=
=
=
=

Æ

(M I)
(M II)
(M III)

lift de luster

(M i)
(M ii)
(M iii)
(M iv)

id
(lift f ) Æ (lift g )
munit Æ f
de luster Æ lift (lift f )

We further require for ea h n that luster n is a one-sided inverse of de luster .
de luster

Æ

luster n = id

(C I)

We now examine the properties of fun tions that modify the stru ture of the base
domain. We all a fun tion malg : : a ! a an (Eilenberg-Moore) algebra for the
monad if the following two identities hold (Se tion 3.4 examines these properties
for fun tions over lists).
malg

malg Æ munit = id
Æ mmap malg = malg

Æ

(A I)
(A II)

mjoin

We an depi t the identities for an algebra as the following ommuting diagrams.

a OOO munit

/

a

OOO
OOO
malg
id OOOO' 
a

( a)
mjoin


a

mmap malg /
a
malg
/

malg


a

Given two algebras : : a ! a and : : b ! b, a homomorphism between them
is a fun tion f : : a ! b su h that f Æ = Æ mmap f .
3.3 Transforming Clustered Programs

The ategori al identities on olle tions are useful for transforming lustered programs. This se tion dis usses the two main identities we use, (lift1) and (lift2), and
shows that they follow from those of monads and algebras stated in the previous
se tion, together with the identity for luster .
We note that, for every a, the fun tion mjoin : : ( a) ! a is an algebra for
the monad ( alled the free algebra on a), and that, for every f : : a ! b, mmap f
is an algebra homomorphism between these free algebras.

Clustering an be introdu ed into a program by the following identity that holds
for algebra homomorphisms, f : : a ! b. Algorithmi ally the right-hand side
splits the input into lusters, applies f to every luster and attens the result.

f = de luster

Æ

lift f

Æ

lift f

( O a)

luster n

luster n

( b)
/

de luster

f

a

(lift1)


/

b

Sin e f is an algebra homomorphism de luster Æ lift f = f Æ de luster (using that
mmap = lift and mjoin = de luster ), and (lift1) follows from (C I).
The (A II) identity an be used as the following rewrite rule in order to apply
the fun tion malg to all lusters before ombining the results using malg again.
malg = malg

Æ

lift malg

Æ

luster n

(lift2)

Again, this identity has an easy proof. Sin e malg is an algebra for the monad the
identity malg Æ lift malg = malg Æ de luster holds (using as above that mmap = lift
and that mjoin = de luster ), and (lift2) follows again from (C I).
3.4 Lists as an Example of a Monad

In this se tion we re apitulate the list monad and the notion of its algebras. The
monad instan e for lists uses the prelude fun tions on at and map .
instance MMonad [] where
munit x = [x]
mjoin
= concat
mmap
= map

The proofs of the basi monad identities for these fun tions are standard (see for
example [7℄[Se tion 10.3℄). Every monad
omes equipped with the notion of
(Eilenberg-Moore) algebras [6℄[Se tion 10.4℄, whi h are fun tions a ! a satisfying
identities (A I) and (A II) above. For the list monad, Eilenberg-Moore algebras
malg : : [a℄ ! a are in one-to-one orresponden e with monoid stru tures on a.
Algorithmi ally this property, also alled First Homomorphism Theorem [8℄ for lists,
states that any Eilenberg-Moore algebra an be written in a fold-of-map stru ture.
This result has been generalized to ategori al data types [9,10℄, and is also known
as the fa torization of atamorphisms [11℄.
For example, for one dire tion of the above orresponden e, a monoid (a; ; 0)
gives rise to an algebra [a℄ ! a satisfying (A I) and (A II) by setting
malg = fold

 0:

We refer to [12℄ for a detailed dis ussion of the re ursion operator fold .

Along this orresponden e of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the list monad and
monoids, our notion of algebra homomorphism introdu ed above orresponds exa tly to homomorphisms of monoids, as the reader will easily verify.
Of parti ular interest are the so- alled free algebras for the list-monad, whi h are
the algebras on at : : [[a℄℄ ! [a℄. Any fun tion f : : a ! b gives rise to an algebra
homomorphism map f between su h algebras.
4 Example Programs
In this se tion we apply the generi lustering te hniques, developed in the previous
se tions, to two typi al data parallel programs. The programs use lists and matries, represented as lists of lists, that satisfy the MMonad properties we require [5℄. All
measurements use our implementation of GUM 4.06 [13℄, a parallel graph redu tion
ma hine built on top of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler. We present performan e results on a 32-node Beowulf luster [14℄ onsisting of Linux RedHat 6.2 workstations
with a 533MHz Celeron pro essor, 128kB a he, 128MB of DRAM and 5.7GB of
IDE disk. The workstations are onne ted through a 100Mb/s fast Ethernet swit h
with a laten y of 142s, measured under PVM 3.4.2.
4.1 Example I: sumEuler

4.1.1 The Sequential Version
euler :: Int -> Int
euler n = length (filter (relprime n) [1..(n-1)])
sumEuler :: Int -> Int
sumEuler = sum . map euler . mkList
Fig. 2: Sequential version of

sumEuler

The rst program we use to demonstrate lustering is sumEuler, as shown in Figure 2. It is a very simple program, exhibiting a general fold-of-map stru ture. It
omputes the sum over the appli ation of the Euler totient fun tion (euler) over an
integer list of length n. The expression euler n omputes the number of integers
that are relatively prime (relprime) to n.
4.1.2 A Strategi Clustering Version
In the map phase of sumEuler it is easy to exploit data parallelism, by omputing
every euler fun tion in parallel. However, su h an un lustered version yields a
large number of very ne grained threads, resulting in a speedup lose to one. For
example, for the list of integers from 1 to 5,000 as input, the overall runtime is 92.4s
yielding an average of 18.5ms per fun tion appli ation.
In order to improve the granularity of the algorithm we arrange for a whole
list segment to be omputed by just one task. The resulting \strategi lustering
version" of sumEuler is shown in Figure 3. It takes the luster size z as an additional

sumEuler :: Int -> Int -> Int
sumEuler z n = sum ( map euler (mkList n)
‘using‘
parListChunk z rnf )
Fig. 3: Strategi

lustering version of

sumEuler

parameter and adds the evaluation strategy parListChunk from Se tion 3.1 to the
inner expression, whi h generates the list of result values that should be added.
Unfortunately, the parallel performan e of the resulting algorithm is rather unsatisfa tory. SuÆ ient parallelism is generated early on in the program, up to about
one fth of the omputation. After that the sequential fold at the end of the omputation be omes a serious bottlene k yielding a poor average parallelism of only
3.2 on 20 pro essors with a total runtime of 24,239ms.
In summary, we an identify two reasons for the poor performan e of this parallel program. Firstly, the entire sum operation is sequential and therefore bound to
generate some sequential tail in the omputation, despite a small amount of overlapping omputations of the map and the sum operations. Se ondly, the result of
ea h parallel thread is a list, and therefore requires a signi ant amount of ommuni ation. Even more importantly one su h result list may have to be sent in
several pa kets of data, if the thread generating the list is still a tive upon re eiving
a request for the result data.
4.1.3 A Generi Clustering Version
The derivation of a generi lustering version of sumEuler pro eeds as follows, using
that sum, de ned in the Haskell prelude as fold (+) 0, is an algebra for the List
monad, and that map euler is an algebra homomorphism between free algebras.
sumEuler =
=
=
=

sum
sum
sum
sum

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

map euler
de luster Æ lift (map euler ) Æ luster z
lift (sum ) Æ lift (map euler ) Æ luster z
lift (sum Æ map euler ) Æ luster z

(unfold)
(lift1)
(A II)
(M ii)

sumEuler :: Int -> Int -> Int
sumEuler z n = sum ((lift worker) (cluster z (mkList n))
‘using‘ parList rnf)
where worker = sum . map euler
Fig. 4: Clustered version of

sumEuler

Figure 4 shows the transformed sumEuler ode, whi h retains some separation
between the algorithmi and oordination ode. In parti ular the sequential ode
an be used as a worker fun tion, and the lustering operations are \wrapped"
around the (lifted) worker in order to a hieve an eÆ ient parallel version.

This version exhibits a mu h improved average parallelism of 12.3 on 20 pro essors with a total runtime of 5,777ms. The sequential tail in the omputation has
been vastly redu ed, to only about 900ms (15.6% of the total runtime), ompared to
about 19s (78.4% of the total runtime) in the strategi lustering version. On larger
parallel ma hines it might be advantageous to use a di erent lustering s heme,
whi h olle ts every z -th element of the list into one blo k in order to a hieve a
better load balan e. Su h a hange would e e t only the de nition of (de) luster
but not the ode of sumEuler itself.
4.1.4 Performan e Results
The left hand graph in Figure 5 ompares the number of pa kets sent in the strategi
and the generi lustering versions of sumEuler (note the log-s ale on the y-axis).
It highlights the fa t that the strategi version performs mu h more ommuni ation
in total: for 16 pro essors 14,580 vs. 498 pa kets. A good measure for the ommuni ation degree in a program is the number of pa kets sent per se ond of exe ution
time: the strategi version sends 455 pa kets per se ond, whereas the lustering
version sends only 93 pa kets per se ond. This behavior is explained by the fa t
that the strategi version has to send entire lists as the results of one task, whereas
the generi lustering version only has to send one integer, the sum of the sub-list,
as a result.
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The right hand graph in Figure 5 ompares the relative speedups of the un lustered,
the strategi and generi lustering versions of sumEuler. The un lustered version
produ es hardly any speedup at all. The strategi version produ es only speedups
up to 3.7, mainly owing to the sequential sum operation at the end, whereas the
improved generi lustering version shows a speedup of 14.3 on 16 pro essors. The
latter version, however, shows for some numbers of pro essors un hara teristi ally
low speedups. This is due to bad automati task pla ement, whi h is more likely
to happen when the number of parallel tasks is lose to the number of pro essors.
We have observed bad task pla ement before and plan to add task migration to our
system in order to alleviate this general problem.

4.2 Example II: Matrix Multipli ation

4.2.1 Sequential Version
In this se tion we investigate parallel implementations of matrix multipli ation of
integers, i.e. given A; B 2 Znn; n 2 N nd A  B 2 Znn. We represent a matrix
as a list of lists. In order to overload the fun tions in the lass Num, su h as multipli ation, we introdu e a type onstru tor M. In order to de ne strategies over any
element type of a matrix we require this type to be an instan e of the lass NFData.
data (Num a, NFData a) => Matrix a = M [[a]]

The ode for sequential matrix multipli ation in Figure 6 is the usual double nested
loop, expressed as a list omprehension, omputing a ross produ t (multVe ) in
ea h step. We use an auxiliary fun tion multMat2, whi h performs matrix multipli ation on a pair of matri es with the se ond matrix already transposed.
multMat :: (Num a, NFData a) => Matrix a -> Matrix a -> Matrix a
multMat (M m1) (M m2) = M (multMat2 (m1, (transpose m2)))
multMat2 :: (Num a) => ([[a]], [[a]]) -> [[a]]
multMat2 (m1, m2) = [ [multVec row col | col <- m2] | row <- m1]
multVec :: (Num a) => [a] -> [a] -> a
multVec v1 v2 = sum (zipWith (*) v1 v2)
Fig. 6: Sequential matrix multipli ation

4.2.2 Un lustered Parallel Version
The un lustered parallel version exploits parallelism for every element of the result
matrix. To a hieve this behavior we add a strategy to the top-level list expression,
as shown in Figure 7. The rst two omponents ause the input matri es m1 and
m2 to be fully evaluated. Although, this introdu es some sequentialization in the
beginning, it avoids ompetition for the unevaluated input stru tures among the
parallel tasks generated by the matrix multipli ation itself. The third omponent,
parList (parList rnf) m, spe i es that every element in the result matrix should
be evaluated in parallel. Therefore, this version will generate up to n2 parallel tasks.
multMatPar :: (Num a, NFData a) => Matrix a -> Matrix a -> Matrix a
multMatPar m1 m2 = multMat m1 m2
‘using‘ \ (M m) -> rnf m1 ‘seq‘
rnf m2 ‘seq‘
parList (parList rnf) m
Fig. 7: Parallel un lustered matrix multipli ation

4.2.3 Row-wise Clustered Parallel Version
In order to perform a row-wise lustering of the parallel operations we an use the
parListChunk z rnf strategy of Se tion 3.1 on the result matrix. This strategy
auses lusters of z rows to be evaluated to normal-form in parallel. It leaves the
algorithmi ode un hanged and requires only a hange in the top level de nition
of the matrix multipli ation, as shown in Figure 8.
multMatPar :: (Num a,NFData a) => Int -> Matrix a -> Matrix a -> Matrix a
multMatPar z m1 m2 = multMat m1 m2
‘using‘
\ (M m) -> rnf m1 ‘seq‘
rnf m2 ‘seq‘
parListChunk z rnf m
Fig. 8: Parallel row-wise lustered matrix multipli ation

4.2.4 Blo k-wise Clustered Parallel Version
The blo k-wise lustered version rst transforms the input matri es into matri es
of matri es (\blo ks"), then applies the sequential matrix multipli ation and nally
de lusters the result matrix. One big advantage of this version is the redu ed
amount of ommuni ation owing to the blo k- lustering. In order to ompute the
blo k at position (i; j ) in the result matrix only the blo ks of the i-th row of A and
of the j -th olumn of B are needed.
As notational onvention we use in the following derivation subs ripts to parameterize fun tions over overloaded operations su h as addition and multipli ation. We
de ne  = map  Æ zip , i.e. omponent-wise appli ation of  over lists.
The denotational equivalen e of sequential and blo k-wise matrix multipli ation
is ommon knowledge in the parallel programming ommunity [15℄[Chapter 7℄. We
therefore fo us on the systemati introdu tion of lustering, rather than giving a
omplete derivation. Corresponding to the identity (lift2), whi h allows us to defer
de lustering, we require one basi identity (lift3) relating lustering with the basi
arithmeti fun tions in order to derive a blo k-wise lustering version.

f

;

Æ de luster

= de luster

Æ f

(lift3)

;

;f

Note that the de luster on the left hand side works omponent-wise over pairs. In
the ase of f : : ( a; a) ! a being matrix multipli ation the fun tion has the
following stru ture.

f (m1 ; m2 ) = map (x ! map (y ! multVe  (x; y)) m2 ) m1
where multVe  = fold  0 Æ map
Æ zip
;

;

;

We an exploit the fa t that the binary operation  is asso iative with a zero, and
that is asso iative. Note that in this notation multVe in Figure 6 is multVe +;
with +;  over integers. By de nition we have zipWith = map Æ zip .

The following derivation shows how to use the identities, in luding the as yet
unproven identity (lift3) in the main step, in order to arrive at the blo k- lustered
version of the ode. We write mT for transpose m and +;  as addition, multipliation over integers,  as addition over matri es of integers.
multMat (m1 ; m2 )
= multMat2 +; (m1 ; mT2 )
(unfold)
= multMat2 +; Æ de luster Æ luster z (m1 ; mT2 )
(C I)
= multMat2 +; Æ de luster Æ ( luster z m1 ; luster z mT2 )
( luster (,))
= de luster Æ multMat2 ;multMat2 +; Æ ( luster z m1 ; luster z mT2 ) (lift3)

Note that in the last step, where we apply (lift3), the matrix multipli ation of
integers is repla ed by one over matri es over integers, indi ated by the di erent
fun tions used as subs ripts.
multMatPar :: (Num a,NFData a) => Int -> Matrix a -> Matrix a -> Matrix a
multMatPar z m1 m2 =
decluster (multMat2 (cluster z m1, cluster z (transposeMat m2))
‘using‘ \ (M m) -> rnf m1 ‘seq‘
rnf m2 ‘seq‘
parList (parList rnf) m )
Fig. 9: Blo k-wise lustered matrix multipli ation

Figure 9 shows the blo k-wise lustered version. The (de-) lustering fun tions ( ode
omitted) use the list versions of (de-) lustering twi e, together with a transpose, to
generate a matrix of matri es and are de ned omponent-wise on pairs.
4.2.5 Performan e Results
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Fig. 10: Number of pa kets (left) and speedup (right) in un lustered and blo k-wise

lustered

matrix multipli ation

Figure 10 summarizes the performan e results on up to 16 pro essors for all three
versions of the parallel matrix multipli ation. The input values are two 300 
300 matri es over arbitrary pre ision integers. The luster size is 15 for row-wise

lustering and 60 for blo k-wise lustering, i.e. 25 blo ks of size 60  60 are generated
in the third version. The speedup graphs on the right hand side of Figure 10
illustrate the importan e of introdu ing lustering in order to utilize e e tively a
high-laten y ma hine. The un lustered version produ es hardly any speedup at
all. This is mainly due to the overhead of managing (potentially) 90,000 threads,
one for ea h element in the result matrix. Sin e ea h thread only omputes the
ross produ t of two ve tors, the relative overhead of generating a thread, with an
independent sta k, is very high. The row-wise lustering version improves the task
granularity by produ ing only 20 tasks in total. However, the ommuni ation is still
very high, in fa t even higher than in the un lustered version, be ause ea h task
needs the entire matrix B in order to ompute a omplete row. Finally, the blo kwise lustering algorithm redu es the total amount of ommuni ation by omputing
blo ks, rather than entire rows.
The superlinear speedup of the blo k- lustering version is due to redu ed garbage
olle tion osts in the parallel version. Ea h pro essor an use as mu h heap as one
sequential instantiation of the program. Provided that the algorithm exhibits good
data lo ality and only a small amount of data is dupli ated during the omputation,
fewer garbage olle tions will be ne essary. The better data lo ality in the blo k
lustered version ompared to the row lustered version is shown by the smaller
number of global pointers in the former: 137 vs. 387 on average for 16 pro essors.
5 Related Work
Our lustering approa h shows strong similarities to skeleton-based parallel programming [16℄, exempli ed by systems su h as SCL [17℄, P3L [18℄, SkelML [19℄ or
Skil [20℄, with an emphasis on ompositionality and generi ity. Compared to skeletons we trade an optimized parallel implementation of some higher-order fun tions
for a more exible framework where new oordination onstru ts, and their granularity and lo ality an be de ned. Our use of program derivation for improving
parallel performan e resembles the derivation of skeleton ode in SCL [21℄.
Closely related to evaluation strategies are rst lass s hedules [22℄. They use
Haskell monads, with the usual bind and return operators, in order to integrate
operating system intera tion, e.g. for obtaining load information, with purely fun tional omputations and to onstru t virtual topologies of pro essors. Sin e GpH
does not provide pla ement onstru ts we do not onstru t topologies, but tune
data lo ality by ombining omputations on di erent parts of a data stru ture.
The usefulness of basi ategori al properties in order to generalize results from
Bird's theory for lists [8℄ has been shown by Spivey [9℄. Motivated by this observation language designs based on the use of ategori al data types have been
developed [10℄. The use of ategori al data types for spe ifying data parallel programs is dis ussed by Skilli orn [11℄. Con rete examples of using these properties
to improve parallel performan e via semanti s preserving program transformation
are given for example in [23,11℄. In a similar spirit, shapely types separate the
shape from the ontents of a data type enabling a polymorphi use of fun tions
over di erent shapes and the development of parallel ost models [24℄. However, to

the best of our knowledge our generi formulation of lustering, based on ategory
theory, together with its parallel implementation are novel.
At the moment, GpH la ks a well-de ned ost model, whi h would permit formal
reasoning about the performan e, as well as the orre tness, of lustered parallel
programs. Compared to the well-developed ost models in the skeleton ommunity [24,25℄, a ost model for GpH is ompli ated by its non-stri t semanti s, whi h
makes it harder to predi t omputation osts. Consequently, only few ost models
have been developed for non-stri t languages in general [26,27℄. The main problem
is to apture the notion of demand on a program expression, e.g. by using proje tions [28℄, and to use this information in assessing the evaluation degree of a
program expression in a parti ular ontext. In the longer term we plan to develop
a ost model based on our operational semanti s for GpH [29℄. A detailed survey
of ost analysis for fun tional languages is given in [30℄[Se tion 6.7℄.
In lustering larger programs the re lustering of olle tions between separate
stages of the omputation will be ome important. In order to provide su h possibilities in our Haskell lass-based approa h we plan to use te hniques developed in
SCL as on guration skeletons [21℄ and possibly data distribution algebras [31,32℄
and their ompositional properties.
6 Con lusion
In this paper we have introdu ed a generi method for tuning task granularity
and spatial data lo ality in data parallel GpH programs. Our method redu es the
programmer's oding e ort and proof obligations by exploiting ategory theoreti
properties of olle tion types. In using rigorous program transformation, and maintaining a separation between algorithmi and lustering ode, the orre tness of the
resulting optimized program is easier to assert than in most parallel programming
languages. We onsider program derivation based on the Cluster lass as an advan ed tool for the expert programmer, in order to optimize a parallel appli ation.
In order to a hieve moderate performan e improvements the addition of evaluation
strategies to a few top-level fun tions is suÆ ient for most parallel appli ations.
This hoi e of di erent levels of detail in spe ifying a parallel program is one of the
major advantages of GpH over more onventional parallel programming languages.
We have applied our method of data lustering to two typi al data parallel
programs and assessed the on rete performan e bene t in our implementation of
GpH on a high-laten y Beowulf ma hine. The performan e improvements show the
importan e of ontrolling task granularity and data lo ality, whi h we do in a highlevel, ar hite ture-independent way. For a simple fold-of-map program, sumEuler,
the speedup in reases from 3.7 to 14.3 on 16 pro essors. For a parallel matrix
multipli ation a slowdown in the un lustered version is turned into a speedup of
10.3 on 16 pro essors. Spa e pre ludes a des ription of a third program, a simple
data-parallel raytra er, whi h is lustered using a single appli ation of the (lift1)
property, and we are urrently measuring its performan e.
As future work we anti ipate applying our lustering method to more GpH
programs, many signi antly larger than those dis ussed here. In parti ular, we

want to apply our generi te hniques to a range of olle tion types, for example
graph stru tures as used in omputational geometry. In larger programs we will
have to ta kle the issues of data restru turing and nested lusters. In order to
use alternative lusterings of the same olle tion it is possible to de ne di erent
instan es of Cluster in di erent modules. It remains to be seen how pra ti al su h
a separation of lusterings along module boundaries is in large appli ations.
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